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"Transformation

is painful, exhilarating,

and often

intellectually intractable

visually alienating,

but without its confrontations
there can be no cultural creativity.

To have ensured
the continuity of cultural collision
is not the least of the achievements

(0

of Africa '95."
Margaret Garlake reviews

"Africa

is

not an

to the recent
t

education

A^K of the P^M

This

comment by

a contributor

Schoo^^||^^||^VAfrican Studies conference on
in Afriol^^^^^mmarised the impetus behind many

of the visual arts events of Africa "95 except, of course, the Royal

b^HbJ^^^^^^HRA's exhibition

Academy's
the
it

is

undoubtedly

centrepiet^Wt^^H^^^^^Hprises that constitute Africa "95,
no-one t^t>y now fail to be aware, with handaxes and

starts, as

only just makes

it

in^|^

"the

many modemil

The

briefes

nd

Whe"

seekmg

to

Among

the reason;

mcorporate

emational debate on

widespread d

eliss,

the Liv

exhibition,
art.

new work,

proposals were the impossibility

of establishin

at

its

ed for the ijiclusion of contemporary
it

in

cismoftheexl

contradictions are effectively

ated the terms of

Clementine Deliss

and shown

— firmly sidestepping

on with any of the originators of Africa "95

reveals that
inherent.

twentieth century

contemporary

art

and the

aroused by the rigid didacti-

lores organised in the United States

994.

While

the

Academy

exhibition

was under discussion. Robert Loder.

energetic founder of artists workshops in Africa and beyond, floated
the idea of a broader 'festival" of African arts.

Deliss

formulate a concept that would, crucially, involve
in

which "the

first

voice would

was

Africa "95

presents the challenge of and to the curatorial voice as
nant,

if

invited to

artists as curators,

come from Africa".

predomi-

its

unenvisaged, theme, while the centrality of the African

both as originator and mediator of the work,

is at its

artist,

core.

This confronts the problem of 'white gate-keepers", though their
presence is not negated by the simple act of exclusion since even to
express the core concept of an exhibition

is

to

mediate the

way

in

At the same time, patrons and the 'public'
ferociously guard their own perceptions of the status and signifi-

which

it

will be read.

cance of African

any more than
"taught"

art.

Nor

is

"the African artist" a unitary category,

'the English artist",

and 'untaught"

of the autodidact

—

is

— and

though the distinction between

the concomitant Western privileging

revealed as singularly inapposite.

On

the

other hand, formal art education has been and remains a hugely

important issue, while the models adopted for

it

are vastly divergent

across the continent.

Whereas contemporary Nigerian

artists

maintain that their worti emerges from a traditional framework,
teachers at the Makerere art school maintain that their artists are the

stronger for having no long-standing visual traditions to sustain

them. This issue, furiously debated
starkly presented

by the works

Gallery's Seven Stories

About

that

SOAS

at the

make up

Modem An

conference,

is

the Whitechapel

in Africa.

The quality of a workshop resides in its internal dynamics; that of a
work of art is culturally specific and frequently non-transferrablc. In
selecting work for the Big City exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery,
Julia Peyton Jones was much concerned to observe the requirements
of quality. The result is very similar to Vital, a three-artist exhibition
at the Liverpool Tate. Both shows emphasise the special status of
the self-taught

privileged and defined by the fact of being

artist,

unschooled, which has a potent appeal for Westerners seeking the
Deliss has been most closely involved with this exhibition, the

Academy's show and

counterpart to the Royal

theoretically formulated of all the exhibitions.
larly,
la

the premises of the

Pompidou Centre's

the
It

more

"exotic', or if they are a little

most intensively

contests, particu-

exhibition Magiciens dc

work

alienating factor in this

showy, technically adept decor,
reproduced wall-drawings

An

sophisticated, the "other".

potential for providing smart,

is its

like

Cyprien Tokoudagba's much

in the Serpentine Gallery.

Terre of 1989. Deliss' co-euralors are distinguished artists and

academics whose participation determined the focus of the exhibition

on specific areas. Each

is

presented as a historical case study,

The Royal Academy's

Africa:

The Art of a Continent

is

old colonial boundaries but appears singularly arbitrary.

of formal

selected by the artist

art

education, artist-led iniatives, patronage, the moderni-

sation of tradition and, always, the inflections of politics. Selected
as exegeses of their "stories', the

cacophony of

a

works reproduce the

Tom

may

It

was

has a long-standing passion

well have deflected certain objections to the

concept of the show insofar as the

process of formulating the exhibition.

who

Phillips,

for the art of sub-Saharan Africa. This extraordinary curatorial

appointment

visual

workshop, effectively an echo of the intensive

arranged by

regions rather than countries, which defuses the question of using

with widely divergent emphases which variously address the impact

a privileged

and non-ideological

may

artist

initial

be considered to inhabit

intellectual space.

The

result

is

an

Josephine Alacu (Uganda),
Legend, 1980, 122 x 163cm, oil on
board. Photo courtesy of the
Whitechapel Gallery.
(Left)

(Far

left)

Paul Stopforth (South
149 x

Africa), Elegy, 1980-81,

240cm. mixed media on board.
Courtesy of Durban Art Gallery &
the Whitechapel Gallery.

Formidable psychological barriers are routinely raised against the
assimilation of unfamiliar imagery. (In the Serpentine Gallery,

overheard a

woman remark

to her

companion,

accuracy; "It's the sort of thing you see in the
is

compounded

at the

Whitechapel by the

in

dismay,

Tate."")

if

not with

The problem

intellectual ambitions of

the show, informatively discussed in an invaluable catalogue, and

densely packed hang,

in

defiance of the architecture.

David Koloane"s South African section
accessible but
rest

of

it

will be unfortunate if

No

diverts attention

this visually intractable but fascinating

its

doubt

will be seen as the

it

extremely idiosyncratic exhibition replete with superbly

lit,

totally

decontextualised objects: one passes, with absurdly minimal

I

guidance, from spectacular central African fetishes to an exquisite
terracotta
is

shown

— unfortunately very of
head from
— from an impractical Ethiopian velvet-covered
Ife

little

portable slab of San rock

art.

from a

this sculpture

shield to a

tiny gold weight to a vast

minbar.

most

from the

What, we may ask, holds

it

all

together?

It is

very apparent that

north Africa and Ethiopia are distincly thin while West Africa

show.

is

magnificient but patchy. In terms of media, textiles, basketry and

from many African countries took part in a reportedly highly
successful workshop at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park in September.
Artists

"Reportedly" because a workshop

of

its

products

w hich.

Is

a d>

namic process not the sum

exhibited after the participants had

left,

profoundly dispiriting. Yet the democracy of the workshop
unqualified:

Magdalena Odundu.

is

were

ceramics appear only as tokens
the tradition of one-piece
it

that has entranced

human

potter and artist of intemalional

—

transformations of the

Boih the selection of the Royal Academy's show and

that she

honed European

craftswoman'.

carving and especially that aspect of

artists

not

einphasise that this

a

an exhibition centrally devoted to

body.

stature whose work is on displa\ in the Museum of Mankind, has
been excluded from the Loder- in spired workshops on the grounds
is

wood

European

in

theatrical presentation,
is

its

highly

designed to produce romantic textural effects,

an

an exhibition,

sensibility.

formulated b> an acuteh

Q

(Right) Yoruba, Ekiti,
Nigeria, early 20th century,

106 X 26 X 28cm, cloth,
basketry, beads, fibre.

Photo courtesy of the
British

Museum.

(Far right) Detail of a mixed

media installation by
from the Laboratoire

artists

Agit-Art, Senegal.

Objects shown

made

by Issa Samb.
Photo courtesy of the
Whitechapel Gallery.

There

is

a disjunction between display and sciioiarship

Academy;

the catalogue

is

a massive

at the

Royal

and indispensable source of

galleries.

message has been firmly excluded from the

its

a rigorously thematic but hardly a

works of many of the

to Bill Ainslie, this

narrow selection, yet the

criticised for ignoring the 'best"

participants.

These would have been much enhanced by detailed maps,

wallboards and even
died

is

exhibition as a whole has been

information which contextualises the objects physically and
ideologically, but

Extending from Paul Stopforth

cultural groups".

—

— photographs of

would presumably rather have
architectural sites to which many

the designers
the great

from Zimbabwe, Angola and Mozambique are among those
who may well feel they have been relegated to marginal status by the
Artists

emphasis on South Africa, on work which

objects are related.

sits

on a

political or

didactic cusp. These are terms that are culturally transferrable; they

Much

contextual enlightenment

is

to be

found

exhibition at the Barbican, a mingling of the

represent an ideological

in the textile

mundane and

the

magnificient which reveals not only a history of trade, colonial

may be

framework within which

a

group of works

assimilated by publics unfamiliar with the originating

cultures.

Without such a framework, given the hazardous nature of

relations and internal politics but the minutiae of pithy vernacular

quality', there

cultures.

contemporary African

is little

scope for assessing,
art.

Much

of

it, it

let

alone understanding

must be

said,

does not

work like Norman Catherine's installation at Delfina
would probably be more readily assimilated in Sarajevo than in
London. Against it. Berry Bickle's installation of charred boats is

travel well;

At the Museum of Mankind, a display of objects presented by the
National Art Collections Fund to British museums neatly summarises the question of art versus artefact. Here also, Sokari Douglas

Camp
Her

cool, elegant

and international.

has installed her reinterpretation of Kalahari masquerade.

women's practice
context in which they are

installation raises important issues of

particularly pertinent in a cultural

forbidden to

make human images

— and

—

authenticity.

The implications of the process of assimilation

out of local contexts

into the international melting pot are particularly pressing for

southern African

artists.

In

Zimbabwe

they are complicated by the

reverence which surrounds Shona stone sculpture as an 'authentic'
Inevitably, South Africa presents itself as a special case, arousing

special expectations.

The Bernard Jacobsen

Gallery, locus of

English landscape painting, has assembled a slick selling show of

South African

Some

artists, instigated

of the same

Gallery.

artists are

To compare

these

section in Seven Stories

at

and introduced by David Bowie.

also to be seen at the Delfina Studio

art.

London

gallery

and elegantly displayed
odds with

its

in a

originating

To coincide with Africa '95, Art for Mayfair is showing
Shona sculpture and paintings with some small pieces from Frank

McEwen's
disputed

Koloane's selection demonstrates "how the apartheid

lit

readily becomes, for the Western collector, a

mipulse.

the Whitechapel. uiideriines the prob-

ideology interrupted the spontaneous existence within the diverse

it

signifier of pan-Africanness stunningly at

two shows with the South African

lems facing the curator of an exhibition of contemporary South
African

cultural expression. Carefully

personal collection. At a time

or,

incidentally,

when McEwen's

role

is

indeed, frequently denied, the documentation of his

years spent promoting African

one

art is a

welcome

corrective and.

that sits well within the art education debate that

runs through the whole event.

(Top) Nkisi nkondi (Kozo), Kongo, Cabinda, before
1900, h. 67.5cm, wood, iron. Photo courtesy of the
Barbier-Mueller, Geneva.

Musee

(Below) Bruce Onabrakpeya (Nigeria), detail of
Shrine Set, sculptural installation with hanging
and free-standing elements, made from plastocast,
plastograph, copper foil, bronze, stainless steel
and plywood. Photo courtesy
of the Whitechapel Gallery.

It

has frequently been asked wh_\

Africa '95 did not take place
Africa.

implies,
it

in

Why. the question
do we presume to hold

here? Resources, money,

desire are reasonable responses,

possession of objects
delicate question

is

which

a

moic

will

continue to be hotly debated

The use

made of those
more usefully
The exhibitions that

that is

objects can be

discussed.

contribute to Africa '95 displav

every nuance of curatorial

from outrageous

inflection

commercialisation to Deliss"
desire to elucidate "the conditions in

which

traditions

transf

Transformation

is

painful,

exhilarating, intellectually
intractable

and often visualh

alienating, but without

its

confrontations there can be no
cultural creativity.

To have

ensured the continuity of
collision

is

achievements

Note: This

is

cultur;

not the least of the

of Africa "95.

a slightly

expanded

version of an article also published
in

An Monthly. London, Nov.

1995

shid Jogee

Pachipamwe

(Opposite) Rashid
Workshop, 1993

at

Rashid

noon, time for

raving.

is

It's

mad

previous night's monologue, letting the

dogs and Englishmen, but Rashid stalks the

voices rally and volley.

garden

paints.

Gallery Delta, stooped slightly,

at

paintbrush arm poking forward malevolently

—

towards two large, wet canvases

one against a

other beyond —

tree, the

A

rapture.

gallery.

that

outside, playing sport and "sunny stadi-

says, "orientalised

ums". Rashid has become an apostle of the

accident."

great outdoors. Here in the gallery garden

he

knight weighing up contest with an invisible

him

He unexpectedly makes

charges, but hesitates

—

in

a couple of

unabashedly the focal exhibit.

is

meld

to

in

because

It

suits

"We were

an

Rashid once told ine after a bout of
depression that painting was like "f>nihhin^

And

lunges forward with painter's lance and

at totems." Just

when you

and

with a "Ha!" and "Hon!"

grasped the meaning,

hit!

A

—
— makes contact

veritable

hovers, confused by closeness.

world family. We were

60s!" he says.

adversarial sort of way. Then, courage

A

in the

— by a fact of nature, by

exposed to many trends. Rock. Elvis. The
gap between youth and adults. The roaring

hasn't always

it

been so sunny.

comes, certainty inflames him, and he

with canvas.

guided the young Rashid through a

and Asians, and Blacks. Rashid was. as he

the pleasures of painting

He

circles, muttering,

Waygood

Blues Band, and visits from Holy Black.
These were the landmarks of humming rock

Rhodesia divided into Whites. Coloureds

doing a very good impression of a valiant

mock

famous, truly indigenous Otis

as he

portrait of the artist

loitering with intent.

dragon.

He performs

his paintings play to the

Today he extols

eyeing one with deep suspicion and

imminent

He and

He

hit.

He can

from beauty

think you've

You go

deserts you.

it

from fullness

to horror,

was Bob Dylan whose voice
endowed Rashid with a life-long

then there
lyrics

love

affair.

He

has collected tapes and

records that go back to Bootleg and the

to

vacuuni, and from the edge of the abyss you

Basement. The living room floor of the

smell the beast. Yes. paint! His lips curl

claw back. Once you have the meaning,

house

with disapproving pleasure.

makes no

it

is
1

approach with caution. But

He's already seen me.

watching and
shouts out

my

now

can see

it

He knows

too

late.

I've

been

he laughs manically and

(corrupted) name:

"MacWhaley!" This
1

it's

all in

is

Sunny or

definitely Asterix...

artists find their

hope of flying

to the bewildering

rhythm

But where
at a

— Icarus

rising

and replays an

walking

world of

is

from

all-night vigil through

smoke, indignation, mystical dreams,

towards the

repeating Dylan litany and the
there

the striving of the idealist as well

as escape

CBD,

flights

of raw poetry and bust speakers. In the

in the

sun or moth flapping about the flame.

cartoon technicolour

144 Fort Street, bequeathed to him

a clutter of paper, painter's paraphernalia

and vinyl Dylan. The scratchy guru plays

from

fugitive

is

pace. Rashid hurls himself forward

Flight

Welcome

overcast. Rashid

the petty ordeals of the world.

most

at

by his father on the upper edge of the

sense.

is

no reference

dim

interior,

Rashid

to tonality.

imbibes mind-opening poetry through the
haze.

terror.

Rashid Jogee, painter-magician.
Rashid Jogee was
Ladies and Gentlemen, please take your
seats.

The performance

is

about to begin.

195.^ in

bom

on

1

1

February

Bulawayo. the only son of the

Mohamed

"Painting." says Rashid. "is aural.
late

is

Jogee. a storekeeper on Railway

not music,

I

make

it

up

in

my

Andrew Whaley attempts

If there
"

head.

"l^usic." Rashid tells me. "allows

man

to

to

unravel the painterly

expressionism
of a unique Zimbabwean
"I'm an action painter." he declares

at

one

point in the interview. Invisible heads

nod

all

round. Rashid Jogee has achieved fame

and notorietN amongst fellow
ad

or in

artists for his

at Pachipamwe
Murewa. Cyrene. Marondera
Botswana at Thapong: he curses and

lib

performances

workshops

in

cusses, he laughs devilishly, he behaves

very badly.

Avenue, and

his mother Aisha Jassat from
well-known business family in Bulawayo.

He was

Muslim but long before
Koran became his compass for artistic
flight.

raised a

late

50s and 60s

Elvis. Cliff Richard.

The

Beatles.

transcend!'

—

He

adds:

"Of course

there',

levels of music - the straining of the
symph(my. its great wings and amis..!'

Music re
making

Rashid had been tempted by the

Western icons of the

him

to paint.

Painting

i

i

The

Rolling Stones. At Bulawayo's Founders

His acculturation into paint follows the

High School

stages of history, at least from the begin-

and Asians

Today he's got an inner dialogue going with
wood sculptor Gerry Dixon who. he claims,
kept at him all night talking rubbish.
Rashid is on playback, answering the

a

the

artist

— segregated
— he discovered

for

Coloureds

nings of modernism.

a delight in

He admired

the

mood

language, in plays and. most tellingly, in Art

of Impressionism,

Appreciation. Extra-murally. his taste for

romance of Vincent Van Gogh.
v\ as charmed by the Surrealists and dazzled
by Cubism. But Abstract Expressionism

rock 'n

roll,

and the things

was sharpened

at live

that

went with

gigs by the briefly

it.

fell in

love with the

coincided with his phase as an angry young

man. And for Rashid

has forever been

it

associated with a life-affirming search for

was

Abstract Expressionism

identity.

quantum leap of

the

the century, the culmina-

tion of an art historical process that

exploded

finally out of the

chemistry of

Surrealism and Cubism. "Evcniliiiig was
set to explode. It

was a natural platform."

The mental gymnastics

prepared him psychologically. Paintings

from

dark documents of pain

that time are

— almost impenetrable
and blacks

we

congealed blood, and the

like

reveal the truth''

battle with life

in

Rashid intones

in a

pukka accent)

and Stephen Williams. During much of the
war-torn 70s he

felt isolated

opened old wounds through a thick scab.

painting he therapeutically dreams up the

So Independence was a
he

When

relief.

Christianity. Black,

and Peace. Rashid

can paint very well

in

Zimbabwe,"

giving thanks that a great burden was

is

Towards the end of the war, he came under
Steve Williams" wing. But it was really
Independence

that

like a

faraway

emerged painfully from

to

run around

in

the

English Mini Coopers, find

English dames and find ourselves.

.more never

be

to

like

our fathers.

We
And

the

English were, of course, nipping over to

emergent Bulawayo

artists

He began

It

Adam Madebe,

the Mzilikazi set,

David Ndlovu, Sam Songo,

point he can be flippant about

remembers

it

thinking: "Yippee! 1

process!'

frenzied pacing and half-choked sobs. (Do
you understand the pain? It is raw, tangible,

"It is

a self-searching process.

ment

in

and

"Art primarily

now. He

am

star at

That was

it.

A

wizard!

Hey, I pulled that cat through!"

—

states

— crushingly and

that nothing has ever

come

'highs' he felt during war.

He

in

And

He

in a didactic voice:

inevitably

is

a spiritual

his art training,

and the poetic

him; Islam possesses him. These are the

close to the

He

of losing body

Rashid says "mind

utters the equation with

is .soul."

almost mathall its

can make you mad, especially

two minds.

How

to fuse

An

e.xperi-

simplicity,

this

Music

is

me

later: "/

how

in

to

the obvious carrier of the soul.

visuality with music.

process like an

and personal experience run

"Space

civilisation."

them,

you are

is

my jungle gym

Space

have

For

Rashid the realisation of the possibility of

acrobat in dimensions where the rungs of
history, belief

if

harmonise.'

harmony comes when he

together.

Nothing

it.

then quietly, introspectively,

form and technicolour You span
tragically

total

rocks dramatically between Western,

Interestingly.

going

depth."

Rashid negotiates

cat,

sh<isha at putting drips.

of

encompass

and gaining mind.

telescoped.) His accent reverts to the

coloured lingo of the time. "Eh,

much of

futility

tries to

arriving at a complete expression of soul

catastrophic episode of his history with

Rashid

it

ematical certainty. But for

quotes Hans Hoffman,

jtiithiill

Rashid's work assumes the

wild horses that tear him apart. But beyond

closer to an identity.

if he were Casualty, tried to make
them whole again. Rashid relates this

and, as

self-

was such an important turning

He was moving

with plasma and saline drips

a

of the mind, one suspects that

embody

also discovered the munificence of

Islam. This

ripped his

almost

calls "posture

individuated perspectives, which broadly

with the

— Williams,

Charles Msimanga. Tomi Ndebele.

an Eastern veinV

I \\a\

what he

Koran. Western expressionism overwhelms

pumped them

was a

at

rapture and distilled truth he finds in the

mind apart. As a paramedic, he dressed the
wounded, the nearly-dead with their chests
blown open and their limbs shot out. He

I

in a self-ironic,

this pain there is the rapture

conscript in a white man's war.

my job.

Rashid aims,

dramatising way,

Crowe, Voti Thebe and

He
Rashid was a

"a rebirth."

is

Berry Bickle, Paul Goodwin, Reuben

India." (hilarious laughter)

In fact, during the 70s,

and each attempt

pupa of Abstract

He found company

to exhibit.

was a time

genteel epoch in dulcet tones: "/r

self,

expression even as

Rashid Jogee

to earn his Expressionist wings.

Rashid parodies the time

harmony in
Through

of mind'. If the "posture" is a fragile and
incomplete angle on the depth and infinity

lifted.

after

White and Brown. War

tries to tlnd

the disparate, dispersed, forgotten.

he

and alone. He

saw Williams "once in a blue moon'' He
shied away from parties. "/ wanted to get
into my flat, get high and paint. Marshall
had his music. I wanted mine."

and meaning, between

contesting historical forces. Islam and

says, "/

Marshall Baron ("a great adorer of the
classics."

a one-on-one

It's

shadow of weaponry lurking inside them.
The paintings themselves were painted and
re-painted on the same canvases until they
became solid armour. Each new coat re-

whole
Closer to home, he found practitioners

are nothing less than

the quest for identity. "In the unconscious,

colour, dense reds

to

to fall or fly.

—

line,

the tale of

He

tells

associates

When

visuality

becomes musical or music visual you have
the bridgehead that takes you into Abstract
Expressionism. Stravinsky

lit

the way.

Epstein and Bartok, for Rashid, carry

expression into the realms of soul, or mind.

apply so much mental

gymna.stics otherwise

I'll

go cuckoo."

But

this

harmony of mind

is

elusive because

canvas remains material.

Content

limits.

is

It

has

fixed

its

the all-embracing riddle

and Rashid the self-confessed martyr
unwinnable struggle.

and body

spirit

each

On

one hand, he says

that

overused and body (hatha)

is

mind

there's a

If

neglected.

Rashid breathes

its

very

air,

Yes,

it's

On

sionism which

is

essentially metaphysical.

Here we have the nub of Rashid's
higher language." Every painting

is

Are you willing to risk it all
or is my love in vain?"

belief:

is

This does seem to be the path of the

a

— willing

darkness to enlightenment. Every motion of

ioned sentiment

hatha by vigorous participation in the

Abstract Expressionism carries him to

world but then there

weightlessness

too

The

process.

assumes

— and

"Art allows mankind to ascend. To talk in a

journey from oppression to freedom,

'action painter'

guru again

Make flowers grow?
Do you understand my pain?

can force a greater balance between raja and

The

raja.

that

song that goes:

"Can you cook and sew?

then clearly

he belongs to that end of Abstract Expres-

(raja) is

the other, he says categorically that art

Bob Dylan.

an

— should he at one with

If not. disaster is foreboding."

other.

the

in

— the

"The mind

rhythms and seismic breathing of the inner
mind, the inner breathing of the soul."

that he

'action painter' perhaps feels

—

until there's a collision.

many

to risk

it

It's

all.

is

artist

an old-fash-

post-modernist

in this

not

much room

for

Rashids.

he can quell all-mind by physical expres-

by 'posture", and perhaps throw open

sion,

windows on

truth

and harmony, glimpses of

Ground Control!" Rashid

"Hello, Houston.

suddenly says

in his

Quite often, there

When

Rashid wades into a canvas he

going

to

within.

make

is

war with the impossible dualities
The air is pierced by battle cries,

shouts and shrieks. But these are only the

warning shots. He's
first

shrieks he's

still

still

with us. With the

punching

coordinates for space travel

—

way he

the

Two

lift-off?

becomes

and Rashid would hover

at exhibitions

mundane.

crusts.

One canvas would develop many

It is

just part of the

Only Rashid can
For

transition happens.

this signal the artist
all

moment of outpouring

the line

is

itself,

intact,

the
is

mark
acutely

painful and expressly spiritual. "You have

out of yourself to the last ebb of

energy, then things start to happen.

You

I

majority.

(holiness, if

religious) sanctions

That

is

artist."

to

be extremely patient

He

is

adamant

of under-

that this process

standing begins in education: "/ was never

taught to paint.

I

was taught

how it should be

streams

to appreciate.

structured through

— A. B, C. remedial, disabled.

Appreciation of THE ARTS.'"
Point blank,

I

ask Rashid, what

purpo,se of his painting.

What

is

the

legacy do

to leave? Straight up,

Rashid

think not.

"/

ALL human

activity.

is

I'm

myself out. From every fibre, every

cell,

toe to brain. I am going to paint, mc
am going to paint my soul out."

from

other

cliches like: "Everyone

am not looking forward to that.

looking for a total experience of life. Live

you accept the

why Rashid can make

numbing

"One has

because of the emergent nature of our

you want

a

Belief in the inalienable wholeness of

humankind

more

own

performance,

moving towards

tundaiiientalisi position'

Rashid has

lighter, airier,

people."

That's

But absurdity does not necessarily mean
futility.

is

remains, by his

admission, largely inaccessible to a

all

fallen into

has meaning. But for Rashid this

an

I

But, even as he declaims this to me,

he shifts into one of his funny voices, sort of

between American midWest and Gujurati via Gwanda: "Can you

change."

Painting

wet

it still

They went up

painted them, over and over.

changed.

and you've

occurs, hand-eye coordination

it

remained wet permanently as he repeatedly

human drama. Rashid believes that
"all human activity is holy, even war." Does

abstract painters the

work

through

it

when canvases

stoops, he looks like an

flaps

answer when the

to

Rashid can

and destroy

the

have

lucidity

trouble.

a time

dialling out

the drink.

Do we

was

by them wondering what he should have

early aviator strapped to a ridiculous flying

machine.

is

a fine painting

excess. There

In a kinder artistic climate.

grown. His work
lucid but

in the

for help in the fight against the

Even

rambling, pantomimic,

mish-mash accent. "We have trouble."

the divine.

sotto voce, a cross

is

the great release

from a world

where we "congest and oppress each other
on sight and in our presence" to a

—

cathartic state of being

where the

artist

begins to feel what Rashid calls "the

cook? Can you sew?" He eyes me.

I

have no idea what

and

my

artists until,

computer

in

this

has to do with

art

repeating the words over

Rashid's voice,

I

remember

in the garden at
Gallery Delta, 1995

Rashid Jogee

g

The

significance of

San

art is elusive but,

drawing on ten

years of close involvennent with their images
and using a detailed comparative
analysis of the panel below and the
painting illustrated on the cover,

Peter Garlake offers us an
interpretation

;
,

San rock

painting, Glen Norah,

2.30m across

"
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a

Ways

of seeing:

two rock paintings

Zimbabwe

in

Many

people express their admiration for rock paintings. They give a variety of

different reasons: the remoteness
that they are a voice

from

and beauty of the paintings' locations; the feeling

a distant past: their ability to capture a real sense of the

life of the country; the beauty they achieve with such economy
of means; the wonder that a people as technologically primitive as the "Bushmen"

almost vanished wild

had such

Is

=.

^

artistic skills.

Such judgements are

Painted Caves and The Hunter's Vision
that

it

I

is

and complexity of

necessarily superficial.

not.

is

it

In

minds of the
and

their perceptions

artists, to

beliefs,

and

The

show

take a different view and try to

possible, at least partly, to enter the

the subtlety

all

Most consider

possible to penetrate this art further?

it

recognise

to interpret

something of the original significance of some of the imagery. Such results, I
believe, can only be achieved through comparative analysis of a wide range of
paintings. This demands prolonged and detailed familiarity with the imagery

which

only possible

in turn is

records of a large

if

one has extremely accurate and detailed

number of paintings. To illustrate something of what is
consider two very different panels of paintings, recently

involved 1 want to
copied with great skill by Courtney Yilk. One is on a commercial farm near
Banket (reproduced on the cover) and the other (left) on the edges of Harare
in the Glen Norah high-density suburb.

Details of form establish that the Banket painting
the colours of
fire, all

by a single

is

anist.

Though

some of the figures appear to have been altered, probably by
seem to have been painted at the same time, with the same

the figures

pigment and

form a single scene. This

to

is

most unusual.

on the left has been destroyed by water wash.
Seventy eight figures remain: 25 women. 41 men, 4 children

Part of the panel

ind 8 adults

whose sex

is

no longer

figures in a line along the

Twenty two

identifiable.

bottom are dancers. Most of the

and could be considered to form a straightforward illustration of an everyday "camp scene", one of
the common genres of the art. The men wear nothing.

rest are seated

The women wear one or two loose capes

^

swing

that

one tied round the shoulders and a longer one
under the breasts and falling over the buttocks.
They also have a small apron tied round the front of
free,

tied

the waist

and

has taken

falling
all

between the

her; another

One woman

legs.

them down beside

three off and put

waves her shoulder cape. All the

aprons and capes are narrow and end
three points

— or two

legs

and a

tail

in

—

may have been made
from single skins of small animals. This

suggesting that they

clothing

is

paintings few

somewhat unusual; in other
women wear capes, and far

fewer two, while nowhere else

is

a cape tied

across the chest and used to cover the
buttocks.

A back

Zimbabwe rock
San

art

apron

is

far

commoner

perception that the buttocks are the

part of the female body.

may

in

than a front one, reflecting a

most

Such differences

erotic

in detail

reflect a local ethnic or cultural distinction or

illustrate apparel

worn only on

special occasions.

1

Several men,

down

women and

children have white stripes painted

and thighs and white bands below

their torsoes

their

solitary,

knees from which three pendants hang, another detail found
nowhere else. One woman has stripes across her breasts and

down

three have stripes
figures once

or across their arms. Probably

all

the

had similar adornments: white pigments have

poor adhesion and

away more

fall

readily than

all

others.

—

and 5 images of invented creatures

many

with

little

paintings. There are 15 highly stylised trees painted

in different ways and by different artists. Associated with
them and spreading across large areas of the panel are flows

of dots, with different starting points, in different sizes and

Among

pigments.

the

26 human

1

most accom-

figures, the

Only

plished are a pair of seated figures on the right.

There

camp

a unusual scarcity of belongings for a

is

scene.

Thirteen rounded shapes with no handles or straps but with
the stumps of four legs and long tails

made from

a single skin. Several of

may be water bags

them

sew onto their bags. Grouped with bags,
two small round gourds and four

still

there are

gourds with long narrow upright necks.
single shoulder

figures clinging to lines towards the bottom

bag and a quiver both

A
filled

Elizabeth Goodall, the doyenne of
studies, copied part of this panel

river over rope bridges.

in the right side

bows, gathering bags, bundles of arrows or

The water

and a snake with ears

dashes,

The complete absence of digging

sticks,

art

1959 interpreted

in

is

it

indicated by short

Some

rises from the river.

quietly looking on, while

sit

an argument

going on

is

of the picture." This neatly summarises the

approach to the paintings: that they are immedi-

traditional

ately comprehensible to

remarkable.

Zimbabwe rock

and

as depicting "people in comical attitudes trying to cross a

people

is

1

seem con-

structed as coherent compositions.

with arrows represent male equipment.

blankets

the

hunters along the top of the panel and the two groups of

are decorated with

white dots and short stripes, very like the beads that

San

and

are all static

of the movement or grace found in so

anyone of any time or

culture, are

concerned with everyday occurrences and constitute direct

As

general, there

is

specific activity.

is

very

One man

illustrations

kneels,

Goodall also takes no account of the

bends over and presses down on a

round object

like a grindstone; another,

beside him, plucks
tree or plant.

dubious.

engaged

These interpretations are

If correct,

in

a small leafless

at

both

men

of things seen around them by the

little

fact that the

which she comments were undoubtedly
different artists

and

the

that the panel reached

images on

work of

its final

state

only

after a lengthy if undefinable period of time is not consid-

The panels we

ered.

see are almost

all

gradual processes of growth to which

are

women's work: a unique

artists.

the products of

many

artists contrib-

uted.

occurrence.

Goodall's

Twenty

man and a
woman whose
two cases, women

six of the figures are paired: seven of a

woman, four of two women, and
partners' sex

no longer

is

clear.

a

man and

In at least

a

reach out to touch the heads of their partners, one a man, the
other a

woman. Two women touch

woman

reaches out to hold her child's arm; another swings

her child round so that

it

lies

their

own

heads.

One

on her buttocks.

comment

last

some seven

of

refers to the rudimentary sketches

pairs of figures reaching out to each other

with both arms. They indeed appear to be fighting or
least boxing.
art

and

is

This

is

at

a very minor but recurrent image in the

characterised by the fact that, though the figures

come to blows, they also hold onto each other. They thus
become more than anecdotal and are transformed into an
archetypal social comment central to the San ethos, emphasising that people within a group remain linked whatever

The

figures along the

their closeness, the
tive

bottom can be identified as dancers by

unison of their movements, their repeti-

their disagreements.

may

Thus even

the

most minor painting

take on a heuristic and social significance.

and rhythmic gestures and the absence of any hunting or

gathering equipment. All take small steps and lean forward,

holding both arms

in front

of their bodies, low and pointing

Above the front dancers, a seated man and a man
forward make the same gesture and a man and a boy

If

we examine

the figures

on the

more

lines

closely,

it is

apparent that they hold the lines with both hands but this

Otherwise they seem

forward.

their only contact with them.

falling

weightlessly above the lines. Small figures have been

lie

on

their backs, their

arms spread wide. At the end of the

caped and aproned

line, three fully

carrying unidentifiable

wands with

women

and two men

disc shapes near the top

The Glen Norah panel

is

clearly very different

Banket paintings

that

Numerous

were involved

artists

Norah

S

^^
^

and echo

their postures

below a

detailed figures by

even though,

line.

in three

one instance, the

In

ends of the lines are very clearly attached to or emanate

join the dance.

§

more

interspersed with the larger and
later artists

cases, they are hanging

is

to float

used.

have Just been described above.
in the

None

of the images achieve the

rudimentary sketches: small,

^^
(=q

artist.

stiff,

command
Many are

ill-propor-

tioned and distorted. There seems to be

B

further trees.

painting of the Glen

panel. Several different techniques were

of form or detail of the Banket

^^^

from a tree. In the other instances, the vertical lines to
which the lines are attached can be read as the trunks of

from the

coherence
animals

in

—4

elephant, 2 kudu, a sable, a
1 1

start

The flows of flecks also derive from trees.
same forms as the tree leaves and seem to

the

almost as falling leaves. They thus have several

different sources

and are by as many different

They are clearly not
bounded by banks.
trees.

artists as the

the flow of a single river

little

composition or content. The 27

warthog, a feline,

They have

unidentifiable small

antelope, 2 even less identifiable creatures

Studies of the art in conjunction with basic San beliefs have

enabled

many

paintings to be re-interpreted in terms of San

concepts of potency. This
that

is

an energising force or forces

can be activated by people

in trance.

In other

forms

it

pervades the whole world, visible and invisible, natural and
supernatural, and can act on or control

these worlds. In particular, potency

many elements of
is

an agent of

transformation, enabling people animals and their spirits

on new forms and act with supernatural abilities
new ways. San still hold that the abdomen is the seat

to take
in

of personal potency and that this potency will
"boil" and "boil over" as

dancing

it

activated through

is

The more complete of a pair of faded paintings at the top of
the panel seem to outline the two legs, trunk and ear of an
elephant.

that leads to trancing.

It is

so stylised that

make up

the shapes that

designs based on clusters of oval shapes
other paintings found

in

in

Zimbabwe

this: the

with

human

They become much more than
is the key symbol that

mately associated with ovals representing latent

potency.

Recks

seat of

demonstrate that

this

Some

in nature.

an and forms that are indeed
ways elsewhere. From the

something occasionally associated with elephants

fruit:

trance-dance and hence another major source of potency.

read as referring to trancing.

primary subject of

If

trance-dancing

many

this panel, the

paintings

takes place in the context of trance dancing.

unusual flowing arms and gestures of so

may

abdomens. Such

probably further indica-

lines, like the flecks thus represent the

transforms semi-human spirits or figures. In

that creates or

one

at least

tions that

important

humans

element

Wedza

can be interpreted as a tranccr. In the
turn into a snake's

body which terminates

in the

imagery of

case the lines

in the

head of a

'""

a

is

instance (a painting in
clinging to

this

panel: white

kudu cow. Such creatures are found most often in paintings
in the Matobo Hills, where semi-human creatures rise from

pigment

seems

the undulations of the snakes" backs, emphasising their

specifically to

creative or transformative role.

denote potency

Studies demonstrate further that the elephant was also used

el.sewhere.

metaphor

as a key

animal

in the

for potency.

They

are the

commonest

swellings in most of

Glen Norah panel and two creatures with trunks

were also a metonym

certain

by

human

their

The tusks of
whole and given to

emblems, often characterised also

men"s penises

have elsewhere been

emblem of potency. Even the very unusual
women may carry similar connotations, though

taken as an

this is

such fearsome figures occur on the right edge of

The jaw of one has vanished and

this panel.

the

capes of the

gaping mouths and undifferentiated sloping oval

Two

heads.

figures as

for the

in

many of the paintings
The

are grotesque transformations of the elephant.
the elephant

the highly

figures here

and white adornments are

potency

Wedza) lines with weightless semithem rise from a recumbent figure which

Thus

many

denote healing powers. The extensive white body paint

Though not in this panel, lines grasped by floating semihuman figures generally emanate from figures with distended
one

indeed a

involves personal contact, the ""laying on of hands", and

potency could transform plants into

oval forms or people into plants or oval forms.

release of another form of active potency,

is

figures reaching out

and touching others may be more than making gestures of
affection. San healing, another consequence of potency,

are also frequently associated with trees:

denoting a form of potency

in the

various

Figures holding their heads are. particularly in South Africa,

flecks are inti-

and active potency within and flowing from the

in

taken to have fallen into trance, thus rendering the dance a

oval

paintings dots and

to refer to

and more regularly found on ovals. The dancers are
associated with falling and recumbent figures, who can be

evokes the essence of human potency. In

many

symbols of potency
found conflated

origins in representations of the organs

potency.

can also be taken

creature"s shoulder and forehead sprout plant forms heavy

indicate that they probably had their

within the abdomen, the seat of

it

oval designs: an ambiguous

conflation of elephant and oval, the key metaphors and

Comparative iconographic analyses of

the tusks of the

other are only just visible.

untested. Certainly paintings of

still

women remov-

two do here, only occur elsewhere
amongst dancers. The panel thus takes on a new significance for us, with as many allusions to potency as the Glen
ing their clothing, as

Norah panel.
All in

all,

the

Glen Norah panel can be understood anew as a

series of explorations

of aspects of San potency. The flecks,

trees, parallel lines, floating figures, creatures

humans

It

was not

the trivia or

comedy of

life

all

concerned San

Similar forces give significance to

artists.

The excitment

allude to aspects of potency. Iconographic studies extend our

the visual arts today.

understanding of the beliefs of the long vanished

explore this achievement, realised

Zimbabwe

culture that produced the

artistic

paintings. For

San

recognised that they were

in the

visual traditions, conventions

They immediately

with this realisation that

though

we

we must approach

will not penetrate fully the

history.

It is

the art. even

ways

in

which

this

We

was

and

we

can achieve a partial entry into a new

ble,

conceptually so complex. Ultiis

it

the quality of anists"

minds o

intellects,

of their concepts and ideas,

technical skills, clarity, detail, assurance, complexity and

more than

their

mastery of form, body and gesture are an immediate delight.

intrigues

Its

this insight

vocabulary

incidentally,

it

is

return to the Banket panel.

drawn from everyday

reveals

much of this

life

life in

and

thus,

Its

even

if

clothing, adorn-

ment, equipment, social structure and even an evident delight
in

companionship and motherhood. Some

among San

today, but

now we can

see there

is

more

to

said of the
to

make

it.

imagery

that arrests

and

most viewers. The same can be

San painters and

it

is

their struggle

the invisible visible, the supernatural

real, to create

a single visual whole of the seen

and the unseen

details offer

striking confirmation that elements of that culture persist

—

— world through an

physically so widespread and accessi-

mately,

With

to

the reach of

gradually realise that

or rather very old

worked through.

we can

beyond

beliefs in time

presence of supernatural

energies, transforming the significance of every image.

is

in

very different societies with different

viewers the simplest visual elements, like dots or flecks,
carried a powerful conceptual charge.

but the most basic

energising forces of their world that, in multifarious forms,

with snakes"

bodies and antelopes" heads, elephants and tusked

that excites

our admiration and

transforms their painting into
significant an.

Elements of Genesis
A cow-dung volcano • Cocoons • A jellyfish
Wrapped human figures • A spider's web •
Lovers

•

A

fruit

guzzler:

in the high white spaces
in

The

intercultural dialogue

of a disused factory

an experiment

artists

in the

expose their work

juxtaposition of

was

starting point of the exhibition

wish to present contemporary

Emsdetten. Germany, three Zimbabwean

and three German
in

•

countries

"...to

a

an

art in

between the two

express the

common

interest

as well as the controversial discourse of

The Zimbabweans,
Keston Beaton, Luis Meque and Tapfuma

different societies."

meet

interpretations of a single theme: Genesis.

Gutsa visited Emsdetten

in

and exchange ideas with

their

Exhibition organiser, Ingrid Raschke-Stuwe

counterparts, Felix Droese. Peer Christian

"Initially the notion

states in the catalogue;

of genesis meant the creation of the world,
yet there

is

also a notion

which designates

Stuwe and Jupp

Ernst.

1994

to

German

A year of work

followed and the results met with public
acclaim when the exhibition opened

September

thus presenting a particular closeness to the

organisers that the exhibition will

process of

artistic creation.

Harare

Besides the

in

this year.

1997 having

mythological aspect the notion also

Munich and perhaps

encompasses questions of the existence, the

in 1996.

origin and the

development of the

first

come

to

travelled to

other European venues

In the ineantime Gallery offers

reproductions of

indi-

It is

in

the hope of the

any form of origin or coming into being,

some of the work and

excerpts from the catalogue.

vidual."

An African Genesis by Derek Muggins

"Shurugwe, Zimbabwe, 28th June 1995: I
am abed within a sleeping bag and under a
in the

rondavel

home under

Gutsa's

at

when

"Of course
all

not.'

he had

but few Shona people

refused.

the lea of the tree-

Two

black and massive under a clear sky ablaze

printed cloth, reminiscent of the West

gecko

is

motionless on the wall.

A

A

spider

of the forms are wrapped in indigo

African batik and

darts.

bright red and green

spirit;

My

Genesis, 1995,

against the wall, are seven shrouded figures

companions for the

—
— and

five life-sized adult
I

night,

propped

and two child forms

cannot help but stare

Tapfuma had enquired of me

at
if

I

tie

and dye which speaks

eons for African craft and culture; one
which,

Tapfuma Gutsa, African
height: 56cm x 130cm in
diameter, steel, cow dung,
cloth, tree bark, l<aylite

same room with them and

covered Shurugwe Mountain which looms

candle flickers and the shadows move.

4

in the

replied,

would have

Tapfuma

with the sheen of the Milky Way. Inside the

1

I

laughed and said

blanket against the chill of an African

winter night

sleeping

I

Malawi

guess, signifies

two

are in black

symbolic of the

life

print

is in

and

with a lively

and white which

spirits, the spirit

is

medium,

death; and the childlike forms, one in blue

and the other

in white,

denote,

I

them.

nether worid. Each of the forms

minded

bark

strips,

now

hazard, the
is

tied with

dry and hard, making diem

corpses awaiting burial or re-incarnation, or

Whether they
arms

prisoners waiting to be freed.
are

male or female

—
defined —

am

I

not sure

and busts are not clearly

but

rigor inortis has

if

set in: or perhaps they are asleep, waiting

for the spark of

look up

life.

and wonder and

lie

I

underside of a cone. The floor

cow dung,

and

it

dried hard like cement.

I

out the candle and sleep. At sun rise

am

up and

I

wash, Tapfuma lays out his work on

He

looks

me

at

quizzically

He

nervous laugh.

and

the resting place before

what do you

'Well,

cow dung

to give

them

There are some

volcanoes.

horns which roams the

spiral

is

hunted for

meat

its

significance in traditional

African culture and are used as a

—
— on

sound-making instrument

brown

a

Gadget of
The kudu is a

calls the

Influence.

and hide. The horns have

There are three cones, each made of metal,
about a metre in diameter and covered with
'They are

earthy and textured appearance.

and wood object

which he

bush and

he asks.

think'.''

the animal (kudu) horn,

is

stone, hide

beautiful antelope with long

has a leather cap on

from under which protrudes his long lank

a film of

and storage.

event of the death

of one of the family members,

There

I

in the

burial.

get

through his mischievious eyes and laughs

hair.

which,

thankful there were no bad

the dirt outside.

his

Also the fireplace in the hut is
near the shelf on which the pots,

becomes

blow

dreams.

While

younger people and children.

are carefully balanced,

the

is

mud and

is

predetermined and

talk, in

culturally sacred positioning of

for water carrying

Wood beams and

at the roof.

thatch, the materials of Africa,

and

elder males, elder females,

I

of them as mother forms. Ail

like to think

adopt the same pose, as

round the fireside for w armth

in Africa.' says

giving a bellowing noise

ceremonial and

occasions.

ritual

Tapfuma. 'The cow dung

In this

Africa.'

seemingly joined end to end with

is for the crap of
he says, 'and for fertility' Around

work, the horns are

heads furthermost, towards the cosmos.

sion of a

worked stone and the hide sling
it the form and impresbow, a hunting weapon. But it is

'The spectacle of death in Africa.' he blurts.

not.

clearly impractical as a bow, being

human forms

the cones, the seven

outwards

in a star

Ethiopian famine and the

'

When
Rwanda

cide.
in

to

radiate

shape, spread-eagled,

Rwanda geno-

the use of a

Luis Meque, Friends, 1995,

even more so gives

108 X 83cm, mixed media

It is

in

which

to

missile.

—

object

Tapfuma Gutsa's anguished

forms are corpses; there

is

a shedding of
birth.

they are sleeping forms waiting for

life.

—

creation, death and
and regeneration all the time, at
every moment.' It is Tapfuma Gutsa's cry
for Mother Africa. It is the Maiwai cry of
is

genesis

recreation

the

Shona when,

calls out to his

Perhaps

this

in

danger of his

own mother and

work

is

obvious

in

life,

external location.
spirit

It is

made

before, and

which has no

practical application,

related to the

addition of beads and a small

woolly headed face with a beard

of this nature, in traditional and

contemporary times, evokes

in the sincerity

He

suspicion and fear amongst
beholders.

yet beleaguered

7 walked

and he seeks

rains

them and

an Africa

in

in

to record

and draw

doing so seeks a

re-

peace and with good

j^
.'"
s i:

his tracks.
ran.'

He

laughed. Simply, this

work makes reference
spiritual

and

and crops.

'A

in the hii

my shouUUi.
man came my

He saw me and stopped in
He let out a cry and

way.

with problems of drought, famine, disease
war...

endorses

this belief

says Tapfuma.

birth...

it,

In essence, an object

to Africa.

and voice speaks for the whole of Africa, the

attention to

is

and

to

man"s

spiritualistic state

a statement

knowledges and

which

yet

is in

ac-

derisn

His other works: The Burning Bush, a

of the power of ancient beliefs:

tangle of rusted steel strands, speaks of the

and man's slow climb spiritualK

biblical reference

more strongly
fireplace

and

traditional

(Exodus) but also and

for the

their

symbol of

importance

and cultural

life:

as an element for survival

in

fire

<

nganga (witch
The

with that slung over

and

-^

doctor) and witchcraft.

has taken to being a recluse yet his vision

mankind

"

an African

of his concern for Africa.

cradle of early

.

^\.

clearly

is

reminiscent and immediately

which dangles from

he

context and situation but less so in an

of the

string,

w hich has never been seen

The

make way for new

the live in death to

There

—

has a certain malevolence

culture, such an object, the like of

cry for

Africa, of Africa, from an African.

Or

it

serious injury. In African

infiict
is

draw a string and discharge a
however a dangerous looking

It is

and the pointed horns could

Zaire erupted.

It

Tapfuma Gutsa walking In the bush
with Gadget of Influence, 1995,
190cm long, kudu horn, stone,

too heavy and the horns too rigid with

the massacres were taking place

— passive people being hacked
pieces with machetes — a volcano

after the act of creation.

and the

African

the need for fire

and as the centre

of the meeting place of the family, drawn

The stigma of colonialism,
slavery and bondage that is real
to the Africans in Africa. America
and the Carribean.

is

depicted in

;

,;,»K;'"^

wood

work The Awakening. It is an obvious
oft wrought protest statement, particularly in metal, where there can be no

speaks of man"s need for a roof over his

the

head... that

and

worth more than a book of

it is

words? Certainly

By

the

artist

in Africa there is

cause to think such

mistake about the harshness of the shackles.

and

however, we discern that the

title,

speaks of a

new beginning from

in his

circumstances,
the
living

legacy of the chains...

all

is

attitudes

activities.

need for

homes

material gain

and

of the high density area of

streets

and

Mufakose to where he came as a
refugee and which became his home

—

new beginning.

his

works he

makes

hope of one, but

hy

little

making marks with a big

hope

'fr'

^^

none, even

with his paper on the ground to give

reference also to the family and

where he
for

illicit

where

brews

straggling and grotesque in

would

He

the illegal outlets

cells.

Luis

Meque

reflects

He

depicts

him

world.

man

there

is

a

Harp

Adam,

for the King

in the spiritual.

is in

the

modern

and developing world. He u.ses
the refuse of man"s greed and need for
convenience in a new beginning and
industrial

creation with found objects that he trans-

forms from junk and transcends into objects

which have

He does

interest

and aesthetic appeal.

not decorate abandoned or

discarded items which

still

have practical

application or function, which

uncommon
as

art.

is

not

in Africa, but presents his

—

the creator

end. the ugly machine
is

reminiscent of a

bofors cannon, or indeed, of any machine
is

contrary to nature, that ultimately

African

Keston Beaton's Genesis

is

death.

artists.

Three individuals. Three

work

voices. Three expressions. All are leaders

Zimbabwe. Gutsa
was the force amongst the black Zimbabwean sculptors who broke new ground.
away from Shona sculpture, by use of
mixed media and in most creative ways;

in their

own

right in

Meque was the first of a new mood in
Zimbabwean painting; and Beaton
first black Zimbabwean to work found

black
the

junk objects by tying and winding. Gutsa
speaks of Africa and despairs for its
people, Meque is involved in a world of
the passions

and seeks peace of mind, and

Beaton questions man and
n the

his derelicfion

hope of a new beginning.

having no other purpose.

His Scroll

is

a reference to early written

spiritual texts but

it

is

made of the

corru-

gated iron used in roofing with only the
cursory use of colour and decoration and the

5 barest hint of calligraphy.

Perhaps he

insects.

is

in

hope

and the

the Bird Guitar and

Beaton. Gutsa and Meque: three black

Peace of Mind ... the Eve is always
there and at the end there is death... with
little

—

at the

endangers man.

doubts and fears and drudgery, but there

turtle

he rejoices with the imaginary sounds

of his instruments

that

in the

in the

as fallen

And

following his passions or in the resultant

hope

dying throes,

ease and confident however

of destruction: that which

spills to the

and the indignity of a night

at

perhaps? But

(whores) ply their trade; and he has

street

more

is

with his creatures: the

the bars and clubs

knowledge of the fracas which

its

indicate this.

in

canvases

in the

—

at

junk

is

man

Party in

— and

his
to

that

ke piece which depicts the

congregate and the mahories

girls

man and

struggle that nature must fight in a

of being are

states

the city, at the shebeens

materials

freely available to him.

polluted world, choked in rubble and

a participant in the night life of

is

made of junked

better than

its

activities of

in Fighting.

if

is

this series.

The Couple, the twining of man and
woman is well represented and there

Munslerland. Ballet, and

that

from the junk we need to reform
and heal our world and remake our lives
id society. Ceilainly Growth, the

and

nonchalant ease, most often working

more passionate

no hope,

modern world have degenerated

seemingly

himself more control. In

some
some

think he says that

which are easily and

fluid and
which he manipulates

suggested

1

better than

is

reference to a spiritual object

Perhaps he also says that

creamy and

his

think not.

I

little

works quickly, spontaneously, drawing and
^^h

crude,

man's discarded objects. What is
all hope?

No,

they bec(ime ahsliact. W'lien he works, he

brush, and with his paint

is

he saying? Has he given up

has dissolved as his figures grew larger

and dominated the spaec and

it

modem

without love and of

of shanty

buildings but gradually the background

members. So too the

He

a scroll in the

In his early

in front

skilfully with a

assets.

needs a miracle,

set his figures in the fore or

middle ground

1

wooden

slatted

hovel, he has

and

takes his subjects from the

He

in a

small and dark

man and woman
paints people. He

Meque
The Adam and Eve. He
Genesis for Luis
paints people in

and

working

Keston Beaton, Growth, 1995,
171 X 160 X 82cm, wood, metal,
stone, bucket

Becoming, Fading, Becoming:
Reflections on the worl< of
Jupp Ernst, Peer Ctiri^tian
Stuwe and Felix Droese
by Wolfgang Turk
'

becoming

"...Each act of

of fading which on

act

to

new

life...

According

foretelling, the

opposed

is

lo an

—
— can give
in a

part

its

same

cyclical return of the

rise

to the divine

end of the world combines

with the prophetic outlook on the return to
the lost original state, the restitution of

paradise and the rebirth of man: 'A

heaven and a new earth shall
the

new

I create. '

says

book of Isiah 65,
Jupp
Stuwe and Felix Droese have

Ernst, Peer

17...

Christian

made

use of the variability and the vague-

ness of the pair of notions 'Genese

Genesis' to give

way

—

lo far-reaching

subjective reflections on the idea of
evolution, turning

depictive

art.

them

into

works of

Driven by different

motivations, combining traditional education with a

modem,

critical

view on
Stuwe's understanding of

civilisation, the three artists follow different

...Peer Christian

ways

the artistic conception

to deal with the question of the origin

and the beginning of

all

forms of being and

related,

it

owes

shaped cocoons

By means of

a line-up or entanglement of

strokes of a pen, cords of wire or segments

of wood, evolutionary processes
readable. Jupp Ernst

documents

become
the

interpretation of Genesis as a divine yet

always topical world theatre which shows
the entrance of

Man
and
is

man,

his fall

and his

exit...

has been thrown into his earthly track

is

now exposed

able to unleash

mation of his
of wire

...

—

to those forces which he
in a

nature...

voluntary consum-

The entwined cords

mutate into archaic and menacing

prehistoric animals... jellyfish... tentacles

form a
is

fatal net into

bound

which the human being

to get helplessly entangled in the

course of his existence on

earth... In

an

apocalyptic vision... Ernst describes the

man's

exit

from the world

stage.

By

modelled
to be

more nature

He

creates elliptically

— ripped

in three

Peer Christian Stuwe, Cocoons,
1995, height: 350cm, wood, jute,
paint

greatly to the scientific

theory of evolution.

their destiny in finiteness...

is

into cardboard or

dimensions

— which

are

Jupp

Ernst, Jellyfish, 1995,

162 X 140 X 28cm, wire

conceived as a sheltering space

surrounding a developing form of life... The
ambiguous spindle-like form also suggests
the reversal, the recovery, mummification
and embalmment of a withered life. The

bandaged protective
is

not only able to

the

coat, the fibrous tissue

awaken

life, it

dead organism and preserves

also wraps
it

from

putrefaction and complete decay. Birth and

becoming and fading, are cyclically
into each other and take their entry
one and the same cellular body...
By shifting the cocoon to a horizontal
arrangement. Peer Christian Stuwe opens

death,

working
and

exit in

yet a third level meaning. Fixed to silver
steel cables, pierced

by pointed, polished

metal rods, the elliptic body reminds of a

by human
bomb. Mankind has
the idea
perverted
so Stuwe insinuates
of creation by alienating the natural form

passing through the Great Sluice he steps

tool of destruction invented

into a

room of transcendence, of suprareality which can mean paradise or hell, a
new beginning or disintegration into

civilisation: the

nothingess.

from

—

its

destination, using

—

it

for the

17

annihilation of

which

life,

it

had originally

measure, the Fruit-eater

been intended to protect. Due to human

embodies the human

abuse the hollow body of the spindle no

principle of utter selfish-

longer houses the Genesis, but

its

opponent:

ness which includes also
the possibility of self

death.

destruction caused
...The elevation of the

human

being,

by a naive

its

assuming, irresponsible grip on creation,

misreading of the

thoughtlessly taking the risk of

situation.

epochal

tion, indicates the

its

crisis

destruc-

of mankind,

The

the lurking devastation of the earth.

gloomy premonitions of world's end
with his prophetic view

is

tree,

are

the

nourishing

itself to the

being ignored or despised by man, only the
artist

As

oversized figure loses

about to consume

it is

The

itself.

Fruit-eater

forsee the dark fate and to transfer his

the absolute self

visions into images in order to urge for

sufficient

change. Felix Droese thinks of himself as an

its

admonisher, a

images

who keeps

seer,

new

creating

order to shake our ingenuous

in

belief in restitution of the creation, in

the

is

incarnation of the pure ego.

able to

own

lives

by

As

is

it

by its own recomplex imagery develops

is

self

— unaware of
— only

annihilation
its

own

resources.

unable to give or

pass on

its

and

which

life,

as self-

capability of revitalising

dissolution

sources. His

enters the world stage as a

visionary apocalyptic metaphors designed to
influence our consciousness and our acts in

order to

stir

convey

limitations and to

The

turnabout.

shadowy

it

the

end of
in

time, looking

all

triumph, even with

derision to the start of the play,

a last minute

to the

gigantic Fruit-eater, the

figure envisioned by Droese,

destiny,

character of the apocalypse,

back

up the knowledge of our

is its

is

prologue placed

in the

sign of Genesis."

already there to devour time and to bring the

end of mankind. Beyond

all

possible

Cross-culture by
Dr Wolfgang Becker
Closing the catalogue for the Genesis

Dr Becker

exhibition with an essay,

"One can

notice that

many

states:

artists participat-

ing in the "Third World" Biennial (Havana,

Cuba) actually do not

live

and work

in the

Third World, but in the First World, and that

on the other hand
feel called

upon

In

my

artists

of the First World

to participate

because they

work on 'Third World" themes.

are eager to

opinion this leads to the emergence of

a blending process in the course of

which

1^

geographical fixations are being replaced
with thematic focusing.

The thematic

concept of Genesis bears
block for a

new

the contents

century "s

in itself a sort

of

building designed to gather

which

will

civilisation.

The notion of genesis contains

a priori the

idea of a regression, a deconslruction

new begining

in

theme,

which the creative process
in

which,

is

in allusion to

man

expo.sed to the tension between a creator

god on

the one

a theme so dominates the

communication between

exhibition

history are preserved. Genesis circles around

itself is the

collage, bitumen

the objects of the

can be reached which gives a group

tabula rasa, the dismantled elements of

the myth, the structuring imagination of

modem

participating artists, a level of understanding

in

which, in contrast to the conception of a

a

Once

1995,590 x120cm, papercut,

and cocoons and

symbolic settings of finds of

art.

Felix Droese, Fruit Eater IV,

vegetable bodies on the other, between
nature-like pupations

determine next

way

the

its

distinctive identity.

In an

odd

theme supercedes the anthropologi-

cal point

of view

in

favour of a

aesthetic question. In a

the path

common

is

common

moment

like this,

clear for the beginning of a

history of

art.'"

hand and the never ending

creation of nature on the other. Within this

Editorial note:

framework produced by human imagination

Ingrid

itself the objects

of

this exhibition find their

steady support between

new

drafts of

3 stereometric order on the one hand and

Gallery would

Raschke-Stuwe

reprint these excerpts

like to

thank

for permission to

from the Genesis

catalogue. All photos are also by courtesy of

Galerie Munsterland, Emsdetten.

emanating from w

l-righlness

^cttlement.

Makina Rain

is

ithin the

human

a minimal poetic

rendering of an African obsession; a machine

employed

to

make

rain avoiding

The

local traditional rituals.

is

any reference

to

contrasting textures

evoked through grey masses and black markings
create an intriguing composition of cloud, rain
ilrops.
Ml

machine parts and, stranded high and dry
Making Rain forms a

the midst, a tiny boat.

bridge between Ceiling's African subjects and

her more European ones such as The Swing. This

diptych successfully employs an unexpected and
visually disturbing hanging arrangement with the
larger part

on top which subtlely emphasises the
The freedom of line

notion of defying gravity.

ind colouration reveal the influence of de

Kooning used

to

good

In

effect.

SiHttine Ceiling turns to another

lu-i

ll^c nl

to

of the slaughtered cockerel

riic sIioiil: sh.ipe

pulls ihis |\iiniing through.

Aoik.

Hommage

of her mentors.

red

is

Here, as in other

The surface

striking.

is

energised by colour and texture. Figure Ascending

is

a strong

and successful 'painted drawing'

w hite space. Again

'11

n.i-.^

ot (.l.uk

the

sweep of

O
CD

and

upward.

Ilockncy's Hniisc shows richness of colour and
texture.

Journal of a journey: work by Adda
Ceiling, Simon Back and Nicolle Gutsa,
Gallery Delta, October 1995
riifsc

lliivi.-

it

is

a brief sojourn

three

from

in

journeys.

from Europe

Africa, for Nicolle Gutsa a journey from

from

Europe

in

to a

Simon Back, a time away

Africa and for

his landlocked country

The dark

but luminous colours are well

used to evoke a sense of contained place and the
painting

is

successful in

its

own

right.

However

it

example of the extremes of vision through its
disjuncture with Hockney's own vision of his house
which is light, playful and spacious. Hockney's House
offers an

.iilisis li.ixc iiuidc \(.T\ dirt'crcnl

For Adda Ciciling

new home

on an African

island. All

work with images created by experiences away
home-base and their varying personal

their

gives us a measure of the angst which underlies
Ceiling's

work and indeed,

reveals

it

all

as a deep source

of her personal creaiiveness. Oedipus, a dark figure on
a stunning blue background, confirms this overwhelming sense of angst as does The Tools in

which two

intensely rendered figures confront each other drawing

responses to their changed environments.

O

line

markings create an energetic

iiilaee. the lhru^t eariNiiig us

us into their darkness. Ceiling offers strong, emotive,

Adda

Ceiling's social and political awareness

painterly

is

overtly expressed in The Big Fish where the technique

of installation

is

work

—

a unique journal of her journey to

Africa.

appropriate

and successfully comnuinicates the artist's intention

Millions of tiny dried

kapenta cover three large

(f)

panels and are piled into
three glass boxes. Applied
to the panels in locse but

rhythmic
little

lines, the

mass of

tlsh create a sparkling,

gleaming texture, catching
the light so as to look

almost wet. This

>
0)

is

contrasted with a slab of
thick dark

(reminiscent

felt

of Beuys' protective
blankets?) surrounding and
isolating the arrogant "big
fish'.

Between

the twii

extremes, a predatory crab
sits

on a

pile of kapenta.

watching for

his chance.

The statement

is

cleanly and

directly

made, giving us her

incisive

view of socio-

political life in

Zimbabwe.

In

North of Beini. the

environment of Africa

is

portrayed with a claustropho

bic heaviness

is

no

—

there

sky.

no horizon, no

sea;

but rather a sense of enclosing darkness with the only

Adda Gelling, Figure Ascending
(Above) Adda Ceiling, Nortti of Beira

(Top)

1

Simon Back's journey

is in

complete contrast

to Ceiling's

both physically and intellectually.

Both

use line and surface pattern to

artists

energise their surfaces, creating strong visual

o

appeal and yet to what different affect. Back's

work

is full

of

light; fresh,

open. The Raven

confirms his superb draughtmanship, using a
free, energetic

looping line to evoke a strong

sense of birdlike movement.

He

is

not

concerned with visual likeness but rather with

As

the essence of his subjects.

drawing

it

a painted

works very well indeed. Back uses

colour in a very personal way.

Where another

painter might have activated the flat back-

ground with colour,

this is a

drawing, the line

capturing volume and essence with

economy

making background unnecessary. Three
further works on paper. Construction, Grinding Mill and Mixing Plant, are beautifully
composed. The balance of mass, line and
colour that Back achieves all come together
using strong positive and negative shapes.

There are no looping
in these three

O
0)

subjects

lines here.

One

feels that

works, composition was

mind evolving from the
he has chosen which concern mass.

foremost in the

artist's

Machine contains a gentle playfulness; the
whole image is based on the clear yellow
wheel giving

it

mobility and lightness,

«

creating a very cheerful painting. This artist's
sensitive love of life

is

|

consistently revealed in
|^

§

the simple markings of his drawings. Back's

journey however
canvases.

is

The loose

best realised in his large
floating figuration of

Rising Tide gains impact through
figure

is

its title.

The

A

half

surrounded, mingling with boats in light and

emotion. This painting expresses
intent.

There does not appear

little

emotional

any physical

to be

As water will, it lifts the figure. It rises,
moving towards the spectator; the tension is forward
and not downward giving a positive impression.

danger; but perhaps the figure lying in the boat

Through

His tonal blues with some resin underneath adding

water.

its

freely applied blue grid, the largest

canvas, Siinnvor, achieves a sense of 'seaness', a
sensation of open lightness.

The

artist

seems

to be

taken up with composition and sense of place rather
than mood. Here black

is

used as physical shadow

contrasting with Ceiling's use of black to evoke

represents a spiritual survivor. In The

Boatman Back

uses strong colour to again successfully evoke the sea.

depth and variation, reveal that Back has a shrewd idea
of

how he wants

colour to work for him. The seem-

Simon

ingly effortless line captures the image.

Back's journey

is

from

open

a landlocked place to the

horizons and bright light of a sea place; perhaps

it

spiritual journey, a journal

CO

spiritual survival.

is

a

of

In contrast

Ceiling's painting of a sea
place. North ofBeira. a coastal

region,

makes no reference

sea or light. That

about angst,
itself

It

it

is

to

the thing

closes in on

does not look outwards

for horizons but rather searches

inwardly. In the

same way the

subject of her painting. The

Swing, usually recalls that state
of being nearer the horizon, up

>

high where you can see further,
but Ceiling's swing

within

the

0)

bounds;

it

imposed words

'right'

restrict

Nicolle Cutsa's journey

20

its

is

caught

moves

inward rather than outward and

Simon Back, The Raven (above)
Simon Bacl<,The Boatman (below)

is

'left'

and

work to determine and
movement.

also that of a northern

European but her work reveals her emotional involvement with Africa. She has been in Africa longer,
uprooting herself from her cultural base. Her work has
a strong sensual element. There

is

a wildness, a lot of

movemenl,

life in

the body, surface energy.

Her use of colour and subject matter has
integrity.
She has struck out on her own

Obituary
in

Brighton Sango

painting, avoiding the potentially strong

influence of Tapfuina. This

and

it

honest work

is

is

a beginning

— her personal

1958-95

response.

Brighton

Although Nicolle Gutsa's work
tive.

there

is

Sango,

introspcc

Simon Back's work.

renienihered as

It is

one of the leading

absent in Ceiling's paintings which do not

to

political angst she feels

with naturalistic ease, usme ihe

her. She makes us see our environment from another and disturbing perspec-

around

When you go

tive.

cultural

on

and emotional

a journc)

>

ou carry

hajjt^aiiL- lluil

He cmplnss

— discarded
— with such ingenuity

(I

his scrap

bolts, rmls. spmii^s. plates

steel

that he creates in
its

own

independent and particular existence. The

personal jiuiiMaK sikci-ssfully enable us to
see through nlhcr c>cs and minds.

spaces to advantage.

stone sculptors of
ne;j.iti\e

each sculpture a secure sense of

rhcsc three

influences interprclalinii

add

"second generation'

expect of visitors but rather

and

the social

members of the

we

express the physical view of Africa that

have come

would

that sescral people recently returned

work on

this exhibition allows the

share the

artist's loving,

sensitive attention to

viewer to

humorous and

life,

work on

that the

Europe.

)11T&

from

his rural birtlip

had no formal

,is,,

Blomefiekls

BM

art edi

solitarv iiuin, reieelii

s.ulp

leiiyeii

iL'e

hul he

to work alone and
Guruve where he developed

found he preferred
returned to

this exhibition is

stronger than contemporary work they saw
in

Zimbabwe, Bom in
Guruvein 1958,
Sango rarely tra\elle

Hiscareei

from Europe and Atrica '95 have com-

mented

he

I94.S. will

environment, of the light of southern Africa'
Light floods

who

died 6 .August

an acknowledgment of the

is

BM

Arthur Azevedo, Goat
Arthur Azevedo. Secretary Bird

The content of his
work was often expressed through a
movement of lines, Eddie Masaya, a

his personal style.

Arthur Azevedo, Sculpture & Drawings, Gallery Delta, September 1995

fellow sculptor and friend says: "Bright-

on

's

was

subject matter

sliare wiiii otliers in

through his sculpture.

observation of detail, enable Arthur

movement

itself

Azevedo

something

like

to capture that expression of life

Joceline

graphic work reveals the miracle of the line
a

movement, gesture

is

couldn

way

't

titan

could present

— wind for example — or

sound."

assurance of vision and

Mawdsley has

written: "...work-

he portrayed a wide range of ideas...

evoked with descrip-

while aware of the often unyeilding

Such free mark
making comes from complete

tive expressiveness.

properties of stone,

Sango was capable of

presenting imagery, flat planes and

km

changes of direction with an ease usually
associated with a more contemporary

The drawing;
and etchings have an immediacy
that make them fresh and
vital

otiier

ing with often difficult relationships of
pure form and poweifid structural mass,

few deft strokes, a splash, a curve, a

scratch and the essence of character,

edge of

It

baboon, an ostrich. His

that is a stork, a

—

tilings lie

any

Mail) years of tliseiplined slud\ ol the
qualities of a line, eonibined with incisive

his media.

medium such as

steel."

each time ont

them. In Azevedo

"Perhaps more than most others. Brighton

metalwork the

strove for

potency of line

and achieved a highly innovaand distinctive abstraction which
opened up tiew channels and new
tive

is

maintained and
the third

directions fo

dimension added

!•

aspiring artists

forthcoming exhibitions and events
In

December Gallery Delta

Summer

will hold

outstanding contribution to the visual

its

arts.

prizes in other exhibitions during the past

Letters,

year.

range of contemporary ceramics by Marie-

comments and contributions on the
work shown would be most welcomed by

Loulse Bengtsson, Berry Bickle and

the editor for inclusion in the next issue of

Colleen

Marj Wallace,

Galleiy.

Nyanhongo, two

annual

Exhibition including

a

as well as recent sculpture

and pamtmgs.

will be exhibiting

The Heritage Exhibition

runs

National Galler> until February

mo\es down

Madamombe and Agnes

lo Biilawayo.

Gillian Rosselli has

won

distinction in painting

and

at

the

when

it

The Students and Young

Artists

Exhibition held annually

Gallery Delta

in

at

January gives us an opportunity to see

December 95

well respected sculptors

work at Chapungu from
March 96

to 17

Pero Rajkovic, whose work shown

here in

This year

what our future

the prize for

exhibition included very promising works

environment,

from the Harare Polytechnic students some

Sarajevo and working during the next few

Tapfuma Gutsa

has been awarded the President's prize for

of

whom

artists are

up

to.

Last year's

have gone on to win praise and

1994 gave us an alternative view

months

is

back

5

,

in

of.

our

Zimbabwe from

for an exhibition at Delta in February.
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